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scheduling policy exists [14]. Then, a scheduling analysis of
all partitions is made to assure that the RTS system is safe.

Abstract
The Partitioned multiprocessor scheduling is the most used in
practice for multiprocessor Real-Time Systems (RTS). Its
complexity is known as NP-Hard and it is very time
consuming to find a schedulable partition.

The partitioned multiprocessor scheduling is used in a several
RTS applications, such as the multimedia applications, the
avionic application etc. It aims to use all the existing
processors to reach a higher possible performance [3, 20].

Hence, the only existing solution to correct a non-schedulable
partition is the regeneration of a new one.
The present paper presents a new approach for scheduling
analysis and correction in the aim of accelerating the process
of finding a schedulable solution. In fact, we have used the
multi-agent systems and the contract net protocol for
modeling a net of cooperating processors able to correct, if
possible, a non-schedulable solution without regeneration.
Keywords: Real-Time Systems, Multi-Agent
Contract Net, Scheduling analysis and correction

A. Classical Partitioned Multiprocessor scheduling strategy
The classical partitioned multiprocessor scheduling strategy is
able to schedule the RTS application on the RTS architecture
(Figure 1). In fact, the RTS application is described with a
finite set of tasks and a precedence relation between all the
tasks.

Systems,

The schedule is based on two major steps: the partition of
tasks corresponding to each processor and checking the
schedulabilty of each one (Figure 1).
If each partition is schedulable, then the deployment of the
application on the architecture can be carried out safely,
otherwise to correct it, a new partitioning is recommended.

INTRODUCTION
The he Real-Time systems (RTS) are omnipresent in several
domains such as the control of nuclear power stations,
multimedia communications, robotics, avionics, system on
chip (SOC) [23, 26, 2], etc. Therefore, the RTS are
characterized by complex applications that require powerful
architectures to be satisfied. The architecture can be specified
with a powerful processor or, for equal power, a set of low
processors. In practice, a multiprocessor architecture
composed of low processors is required due to two major
facts. First, a multiprocessor architecture is much cheaper
compared to single-processor architecture. Second, it is
crucial to distribute the calculus on various specialized
processors for some domains like the SOC.

The partitioning consists in distributing ’n’ set of tasks into
’m’ parts and attributing each set to a processor. In fact, each
partition tasks is not allowed to migrate from its initial
partition towards another during the scheduling.
Each processor is defined with a capacity to execute a finite
number of tasks. In fact, each task can be defined with its
necessary duration requested to be executed on the processor.
Respecting this definition, the scheduling problem is known
as a classification problem. Indeed, it is a problem of bin
packing to distribute packets (tasks) in boxes (processors) [6].

The multiprocessor scheduling presents a recent research area
whose results are still in progress. Two scheduling families
can be scheduled, the first of which is the global scheduling
which is characterized by the liberty of all the tasks to
continue their execution in any free processor. However, the
cost of migration and preemption is so important [4, 13, 19].
As for the second one, it is the partitioned family that is based
on the reduction of the preemption and the migration costs
[16]. In fact, the tasks are distributed over the processors
during the assignation phase. Each partition is considered as a
single-processor scheduling problem in which the optimal

In the literature, many optimal algorithms have been used to
solve the bin packing NP-hard problem [10, 8]. In fact,
Coffman and Csirik have made a good presentation for the
one-dimensional bin- packing problem in [11]. However,
these algorithms are effective only for a limited number of
elements [5]. Indeed, for such NP-hard problems, the most
common is the use of ”heuristics” [8].
Among the main heuristics used, the simple algorithms used
are first fit decreasing (FFD) and best fit decreasing (BFD).
Several of the latter have been designed for different
application domains to find approximate solutions when there
is no exact method or when the solution is unknown
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[18].However, these algorithms are non-optimal. In fact, they
generally allow obtaining results close to the optimal solution
[7].

B. Contribution and outline of the paper
The main contribution of this paper is the proposition of a new
approach of scheduling analysis and correction into the
multiprocessor partitioned scheduling in order to decrease the
time cost to find schedulable partitions. The solution is based
on Multi-Agent systems and the Contract Net protocol in the
aim to create a net of processors. Indeed, the proposed
solution allows a processor with non-schedulable tasks to
cooperate with others to find a new allocation to each one.
The rest of the paper is as follows: we present in section II the
proposed scheduling analysis and correction. In section III, we
present the proposed Multi-Agent model for the correction.
Next, section IV details a case study and provides the ability
of the proposed approach to correct all the described nonschedulable tasks. Finally, we summarize and provide future
research directions, in section V.

PROPOSED
SCHEDULING
CORRECTION APPROACH

ANALYSIS

AND

In order to explain our approach, we start with the description
of the used RTS, and then we define the method to analyze
and correct a given partitioning solution.

Figure 1: Classical Partitioned scheduling approach

C. RTS Model
Each partition is considered as a single-processor scheduling
problem in which the optimal scheduling policy exists [14].
Then, a scheduling analysis of all the partition is made to
assure that the RTS system is safe.

The used RTS is specified with system . It is defined by the
4-tuplet:

In literature, the scheduling analysis is tackled with various
techniques in order to protect the RTS from failures.
Particularly, the formal method presents the most secure
technique proposed for the scheduling analysis.

with:
• Task : {T1, T2,..., Tn}, with (n ≥ 0) is the number of tasks;
each Ti ∈ Task is determined by Ti = <Ri , Pi , Ci> where,

Generally, the choice of the suitable formal method depends
on the characteristics of the system and the properties to be
checked. We distinguish two main classes from prove
methods for scheduling analysis which analytical methods and
model checking methods [17].



Ri , is the date of the first activation,



Pi , the period associated with the task,



Ci , the execution period of the task for the Pi period.

• Proc : {P1, P2,..., Pm}, with m ≥ 0 is the number of
processors.

Contrary to the model checking methods, the analytical
verification provides algorithms characterized by polynomial
complexity for schedulability checking of a set of tasks [15].
In fact, the results of the analysis are provided very quickly
compared to other methods. This can explain why this method
is very used in practice.

• Alloc : Task → Proc, a function which allocates a task to a
processor. Alloc is a surjective function. In fact, a processor is
allocated to at least one task, but a task must be assigned to
only one processor.
• Prec : Task × Task →{0, 1}, a function which initializes
precedence relations between tasks.

Unfortunately, despite the amount of research in this field,
there are still common problems that always occur in the
proposed scheduling partitioning solutions. The most common
is the inability to give a reliable partitioning solution from the
beginning, which increases the risk of non-schedulability. In
fact, in order to correct the schedulability, the partitioner is
called for a new regeneration from an exponential number of
partitioning possible solutions (Figure 1). Indeed, the
correction of non-schedulable partitions is a costly task.
Hence, it is very interesting to try the correction of the
considered solution to reduce the increasing cost of
regeneration.

We consider in this paper only the case of independent tasks
with simultaneously start
.
The utilization factor of task Ti is denoted by ui where ui =
Ci/Pi, and the capacity of a processor Procj by:
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With k is the number of tasks composing the partition of the
processor Procj. A partitioned multiprocessor RTS is
schedulable if all the processors do not exceed their
corresponding capacities. The scheduling analysis techniques
are able to identify all the non-schedulable partitions without
proposing a solution for correction.

no free space to receive others. We called this kind of
partition a Blocked partition.
II. MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS FOR THE SCHEDULING ANALYSIS
AND CORRECTION

In order to correct the non-schedulable partitions, it is so
interesting to find a way to let all the partitions communicate,
cooperate and exchange tasks. In fact, the non-schedulable
partition asks the schedulable ones for places to receive tasks.
This can be done if we model each of processor with an
autonomous agent [9] and if we consider an appropriate
communication mechanism.

D. Proposed approach
The objective of the proposed approach (Figure 2) is to
decrease the time to define a feasible partitioning. To do so,
starting with a given partitioning solution, we are based on
two facts: using a fast scheduling analysis and correcting the
non-schedulable partitions without the regeneration of a new
configuration.

A. Overview
To fit the needs of different domains, various interaction
protocols have been developed for task allocation in multiagent systems. Some of them are built for specific domains,
like the monotonic concession protocol and the corresponding
Zeuthen strategy [12] for task oriented domains where agents
have to reallocate a set of tasks. Such protocols cannot be
used in more general situations. Other mechanisms are
designed for more general situations where an agent needs to
allocate some task to the most suitable agent. Examples of
such protocols are different kinds of auctions (English
auction, Dutch auction and first-price sealed bid auction). One
of the most popular used protocols [25, 24] is the Contract
NET interaction protocol specified as an interaction protocol
by the Foundation of Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) [1]
and used in practical applications.

In order to accelerate the scheduling analysis, we used an
analytical method presented in [21]. The results of this step
are principally two kinds of partitions: schedulable and nonschedulable. If the processor’s partitions cooperate then the
correction can be established. In fact, in a feasible RTS, the
existing of non-schedulable partitions indicates that some
schedulable partitions are relaxed and able to receive more
tasks for execution.

The Contract NET protocol has several advantages over other
protocols. Firstly, it allows finding an agent that is the most
suitable for the task. Secondly, it is the only protocol that has
been accepted by FIPA as a standard, and no longer has
experimental status [1]. Thus, it is standardized, widely used
and well known to the developers of multi-agent systems.
Additionally, it is reliable in the sense that if an individual
agent becomes unavailable, the task can be easily reassigned
to another agent [22]. We consider the autonomous agent with
Contract NET to model the scheduling analysis and correction
approach.
Figure 2: Proposed Scheduling analysis and correction

B. Proposed Model
The Contract Net appeared for the first time in [22]. It is
characterized with two types of agents: Initiator and
Participant. Indeed, at any time, any one agent can be an At an
initiator, participant or both. Besides, it allows contracting as
well as subcontracting.

Regarding the processors capacities, we can define
schedulable and non-schedulable partitions as follows:
- Schedulable partition: when the capacity is inferior to 1. All
the tasks of this partition are schedulable and there is a free
space to schedule other ones.

This protocol aims to execute a sequence composed by 3
steps. First, the initiator agent sends out a call for proposals.
Second, each Participant reviews the proposal and bids on
feasible ones. Finally, the initiator chooses the best bid,
awards a contract to that participant and rejects other bids.

- Non-schedulable partition: when the capacity is superior to
1. Some tasks have no places on the processor to be executed.
So, if they migrate to the schedulable partitions, then the RTS
can be corrected without the regeneration of a new
partitioning solution.

Based on this description, we propose our model for the
scheduling analysis and correction (Figure 3).

In practice, we may have a case with the capacity equal to 1,
that is when all the tasks of this partition are schedulable and
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The proposed model is composed of two types of agents:
allocator agent and processor agent. In fact, the processor
agent presents one processor and it is responsible to analyze
the schedulability of its partition. The allocator agent presents
a manager able to manage the communication between the
processors agents and search a new location of the nonschedulable tasks. Both of agents are an initiator and
participant agent.

CASE STUDY
In the present section, we introduce a demonstration of the
proposed scheduling and correction approach through a case
study.
In fact, we present a generic experiment that consists of a nonschedulable system. In the latter, we establish the way how
the proposed approach supplies a description of the nonschedulable tasks and how to find a new allocation to each
one in order to correct the system.

The processor agent analyzes its partition based on priority
scheduling analysis ([21]). If the analysis fails and the
partition is non-schedulable, the correction process is then
started and it is based on two major steps. First, the local
correction, the agent relaxes the processor by selecting some
task(s) to be excluded from its partition. Second, the agent
allocator is called to search a new allocation to those task(s).

The case study deals with 15 independent tasks running on 4
identical processors. Using definition 1, the specifications of
the task characteristics as well as the allocation of the
processors by the tasks are described as follows.
Task = {T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T11, T12,
T13, T14, T15}
Proc = {P1, P2, P3, P4}

Table 1: Task characteristics and allocation

Figure 3: Scheduling analysis and correction model

The agent allocator receives a set of tasks for re-allocation
from the processors agents with a failed analysis. Then, for
each task, the allocator agent sends a call to the rest of
processor agents of the proposition, including more tasks in
their partition. Thus, the allocator begins with tasks with the
highest utilization factor, because finding a new allocation is
more complicating then the lowest. The processor agent can
respond with two possible requests: refuse (if it is a blocked
partition or non-sufficient space) or accept the proposal.
When all the proposals are comeback, the agent allocator
chooses the best partition based on the Best-Fit algorithm, and
then, the task will be included in the chosen partition.
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Four partitions are created; with each one an agent is
associated. The scheduling analysis results indicate two
schedulable partitions (P1, P3) and two non-schedulable (P2,
P4) (step 0, table 2). Thus, the correction process is triggered.

This process will be iterated until the re-allocation of all the
tasks.

In order to describe all the correction steps, we present in the
Table 2, the interaction between the agents and all the
established contracts and deals.
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Table 2: Description of the correction steps
Ste
p

Description

0

Capacity of processors:U1=0.8125
U2=1.1111
U3=0.8000
U4=1.1428

1

Agent_P2: T14 is non-schedulable
Agent_P4: T12 is non-schedulable

2

Agent_P2 calls the Agent allocator to reallocate T14 (u14 = 0.1111)
Agent_P4 calls the Agent allocator to reallocate T12 (u12 = 0.1428)

3

Agent allocator selects the task (T12) and sends it as a proposal to the Agent P1 and Agent P3.

4

Agent_P1 accepts the proposal to schedule T12, the new U1=0.9553
Agent_P3 accepts the proposal to schedule T12, the new U3=0.9428.

5

Agent allocator deals with the Agent P1
Agent_allocator rejects the proposal of the Agent_P3

6

Agent_allocator deals with the Agent_P4
Capacity of processors: U1=0.9553
U2=1.1111
U3=0.8000
U4=1.0000

7

Agent_allocator selects the task (T14) and sends it as a proposal to the Agent_P1, Agent_P3 and Agent_P4.

8

Agent_P1 rejects the proposal to schedule T14
Agent_P3 accepts the proposal to schedule T14, the new U3=0.9111
Agent_P4 rejects the proposal to schedule T14

9

Agent allocator deals with the Agent_P3

10

Agent allocator deals with the Agent_P2
Capacity of processors: U1=0.9553
U2=1.0000
U3=0.9111
U4=1.0000

The first action into the correction process is the local
correction. In fact, each one of the Agent P2 and Agent P2
calculates the utilization factor able to relax the processor to
schedule its partition correctly. The Agent P2 aims to
reallocate a space ≤ 0.1111. Thus, it corresponds to the factor
utilization of the task T14, so, a reallocation of T14 can solve
this problem (i.e. task T12 for the Agent P4.) (step 1).

Before accepting or refusing the proposals, the Agent
allocator collects each coming non-schedulable task and starts
with the biggest one to find a new allocation for it. If the
search is successful then it deals with the origin agent,
otherwise it declines the proposal and no contract will be
done. Step 3 describes the choice of the task T12 and the call
for the other agents’ processor to find a new allocation for
T12.

In the next step, step 2, the Agent P2 and Agent P2 call the
Agent allocator to find a new allocation of the tasks: T12 and
T14.

The agent calculates the capacity before responding to the
calls. If the capacity is not exceeded after including the task,
then it accepts then the proposal and it indicates the new
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capacity, otherwise it refuses the proposal. In the case when
more than one agent accept the proposal, the Agent allocator
deals with the agent with the best proposal, based on the Best
Fit policy, and declines the others.
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